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Abstract

Self‐assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic‐conjugated transition metal complexes on 
surfaces is a focus of both device engineering and basic science, since it is a key factor in 
nearly all important aspects of device performances, including operation voltages, degra‐
dation, and efficiency. The huge amount of literature results related to the first monolayer, 
and reorganization and self‐assembling processes are due to the general accepted result 
that structural and chemical properties of the first monolayer are the key parameters for 
controlled thin film growth. Optical and magneto‐electronic properties are intimately 
connected, and the accurate determination of electronic levels, excitation, and relaxation 
dynamics is mandatory for the optimization of electronic, photovoltaic, and opto‐electronic 
devices. Quite a number of electronic states is generated by the interaction of light with 
complex organic molecules. Time‐resolved spectroscopies are a new investigation tool 
that gives the possibility of correctly addressing their origin and life time. Examples of 
prototypical systems are presented and discussed. We review on complementary tech‐
niques, trying to single out how different approaches are fundamental to fully characterize 
these complex systems.

Keywords: self‐assembled monolayer (SAM), surface structures molecular layers, 
nanotechnology, electronic properties, spectroscopies, time resolved

1. Introduction

The fundamental understanding of the molecular solids properties and the controlled 
ordering processes of organic complexes received a paramount interest for their promising 

applications. The current challenge in nanostructured materials consists of the understanding 
of ever smaller scale and in exploiting their functionality at the relevant length, time, and 

energy scales.

© 2017 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.



In organic semiconductors, their molecular aggregation and crystal packing in solid state 

induce unique properties that differ from those of the single molecule components or their 
liquid solutions, affecting their structural, optical, and electronic‐magnetic properties. The 
understanding and the control of the processes determining the dynamic properties of 

organic semiconductors are crucial for further development of organic electronics and other 

technological applications.

The level of effort placed on the study of transition metal complexes (TMCs) [1] and their 

single layers on surfaces has grown steadily in the last few decades. Large molecules deposi‐
tion on surfaces leads to a high variety of interactions. The bond strength spreads from very 
weak VdW to no covalent or strong chemical bonding. Normally, organic‐inorganic are mul‐
tiphase systems with complex phase diagrams. The experience in these decades has stated 
that molecule‐substrate must be viewed as a whole. Even in weak‐bounded molecular layers 
[2], the simple change of symmetry induced by adsorption and the induced dipoles can lead 

to modifications of the molecular and metallic states, affecting the electronic structure at the 
interface [3–6]. The static and dynamic characterization on different time scales are crucial 

for the comprehension of such complex systems, as well as the understanding of the mutual 
correlation among the structural, opto‐magnetic, and electronic properties. In view of appli‐
cations, thin and ultrathin films of TMCs are of great current interest, and the control of the 
thin films’ growth and crystallinity is of crucial importance to optimize the performance of 
future electronic devices. To acquire the ability to design materials with selected properties 
requires a deep understanding of the proper molecular precursors characteristics used as 

building blocks and of the modifications induced when deposited in films.

In this chapter, case systems involving TMCs will be addressed, focusing the discussion on 
their dynamical properties.

Among TMCs, the tetrapyrrole complexes, such as metallo‐porphyrins, phthalocyanines, 
and dipyrrins, are ubiquitous molecules, and their presence spans the geological world with 
 etioporphyrins and up to biology with hemoproteins. They serve as agents to transport mol‐
ecules (hemoproteins) or electrons (chlorophylls) and are also important as photochemical 

agents with chlorophyll antennae. Synthetic porphyrins and phthalocyanines are used in 
the phototherapy of cancer or in solar cells, through virtue of their unique photophysical 

properties, and are versatile building blocks for the realization of molecular materials, which 
exhibit various light‐driven chemical reactions. A multitechnique approach is necessary to 
extract and enlighten the interrelation between structural details and the opto‐electronic 
properties [7]. A number of reviews [3–6, 8, 9] and accounts dealing with specific aspects of 
organic layers on different classes of substrates, conductive or semiconductors are present in 
the literature.

Among the organic semiconductors, those formed by tetrapyrrole metal complexes (such as 

porphyrins and phthalocyanines) are found in a wide variety of technological applications 
including electronics, biological, and chemical contexts. Porphyrins often act as metal bind‐

ers and find applications in dye‐sensitized solar cells, in molecular magnets, oxygen sensors, 
etc. To fabricate organic photovoltaic (OPV) solar cells [10] with high conversion efficiency, it 
has been proved that it is crucial to control the crystal structure, crystallinity, and molecular  
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orientation of the thin films used, because the diffusion length of excitons and/or charge 
 carriers, electrons, and holes in their crystalline films becomes longer than in their amorphous 
form. These factors became even more crucial in the single layer interacting with substrates, 
as discussed in the next paragraph.

We review the recent findings on the excitation and relaxation dynamics of TM tetrapyrrole 
single layer (metal octaethyl porphyrins, MOEP; metal tetraphenyl porphyrins, MTPP) and 
phthalocyanines (MPcs) by means of time‐resolved optical and photoelectron spectroscopies, 
enlightening the aspects of molecular reorganization chemistry on model solid surfaces, with 
a focus on molecule‐substrate bond and energy level alignment.

2. From single molecules to aggregates

The knowledge of the molecular properties in the gas phase is mandatory for the understanding 
of the whole set of molecular applications. The spectroscopic characterization of molecular 
energy levels in vapor has had enormous improvements in the last decades [11]. In TMC, 
the central metal ion and its nd orbital occupancy strongly affect the complex properties. For 
example, in transition metal phthalocyanine (MPc) [12], the comparison between the series of 
TMCs versus 3d occupancy shows that in choosing the proper metal, the filled orbitals and in 
particular the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) allow to tune their binding energy 
to engineer their transport and optical gaps.

In organic semiconductors, the solid aggregation induces unique optical and electronic‐magnetic 

properties, which often differ from those of the single molecule components or their liquid 
solutions, affecting their structural, optical, and electronic‐magnetic properties as discussed 
in the following sections. The reason is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 1, where the ener‐

gies of the so‐called frontier orbitals, highest occupied molecular orbital HOMO and the low‐

est unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) result perturbed in solids due to intermolecular 
interactions.

Strong theoretical efforts have been applied in the last decades to characterize the geometry, 

electronic, and optical properties of the TMC, accompanied by a robust experimental set of 

Figure 1. Left: Energy levels in the potential wells of an isolated molecule and molecular solids. Right: The corresponding 
energy level scheme shows the frontier orbital HOMO‐LUMO gap in gas and the optical (EOPT) and transport (ET) gaps 

in solid, while EEXC is the exciton binding energy [9].
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data on free molecules, solutions, and solid aggregates [4, 13, 14]. The aggregation enhances the 
intermolecular π‐π stacking, facilitating the intramolecular charge transport. The understand‐

ing and the control of the processes determining the magneto‐electronic and dynamic proper‐

ties of organic semiconductors are crucial to the further development of organic electronics 

and other technological applications. Better crystal quality with large domains increases proper‐

ties like conductivity by more than one order of magnitude. It has been proved how critical 
it is to control the crystal structure, crystallinity, and molecular orientation of the thin films 
because the diffusion length of excitons and/or charge carriers, electrons, and holes in their 
crystalline films becomes longer than in their amorphous form. Intermolecular interactions, 
dishomogeneities, and grains within the molecular solids are related to the π‐π intermolecular 
interactions exhibiting strong electron‐phonon coupling, important for the charge and exciton 

transport in organic devices [15].

Molecular crystalline materials can be altered by manipulating spin, electron transfer, proton 

transfer, molecular structure, and orientation, leading to dynamical switchable properties [16] 

by external stimuli such as light, electric field, and temperature. The precise control of the 
switching properties is the focus of recent frontier developments. For single layer, the dynam‐

ics study is still to be systematically understood due to the experimental difficulties. Recent 
results will be discussed in Section 4.

2.1. Transition metal complexes

Transition metal coordination complexes are conjugated molecules that consist of a central 
metal atom or ion (coordination center) and a surrounding array of bound molecules or 

ions, ligands, or complex agents. Common coordination geometries are shown in Figure 2. 
Properties of TMCs include absorption and transmission of visible light (highly colored), 
multiple oxidation states of the metals, paramagnetism dependent on the nd electronic 

 configuration of the metal ion, metal oxidation state and on ligand field, reactivity.

Here, we mainly focus on the large planar macrocycle complexes, tetrapyrrole molecules 
metallo porphyrins (MOEP, MTPP), and phthalocyanines (MPcs), whose specific functional‐
ities are related to the presence in the macrocycle of the metal center in Figure 2. Porphyrin 
derivative complexes are ubiquitous molecules in nature and present an enormous variety of 

properties [10, 17]. This pervasiveness arises from their special tetrapyrrole planar structure 

Figure 2. Left: Common coordination geometries in TM complexes and the structure of the porphyrin macrocycle 
common to the tetrapyrrole complexes. Right: The 3d orbital splitting induced by a D4h square planar crystal field, 
adapted with permission from Ref. [18], copyright 2012 American Physical Society.
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with a metal atom bound to four N atoms in the macrocycle and from its stable π‐conjugated 
system. The organic ligand of metallo‐organic molecules affects the electronic states of the 
metallic ion. Central metallic ions atomic orbitals are hybridized with the organic ligand 
in the macrocycle, leading to molecular orbitals with a partial metallic character. The 3d 
orbitals of the transition metal ion get split by the molecular tetragonal D4h symmetry 
crystal field, giving rise to the 3d character molecular orbitals indicated in Figure 2 see for 

example Refs. [18, 19].

The large aromatic nature of tetrapyrroles provides the basis for their unique absorption 
properties, for example, the typical UV/Vis spectra of porphyrins exhibit absorptions in 
two regions termed the Soret or B band (∼380–420 nm), corresponding to transition from 

ground state to the second excited state, and the Q bands (∼500–800 nm) related to the 

first excited state (Figure 3). This is a result of the splitting of the main frontier molecu‐

lar orbitals, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO). The electronic structure of porphyrins can be described by the 
semi‐quantitative Gouterman’s four‐orbital model that considers the two HOMOs (labelled 
as a1u and a2u) and LUMOs (labelled eg) of the porphyrin (Hückel theory) and mixes the 

four possible optical excitations between them using configuration interaction theory to 
account for electron interaction [17].

The surrounding groups present around the porphyrin ring have a detectable effect on 
the binding energy and shape of the molecular orbitals and the 3d electronic configuration 
through conjugation. This is reflected in spectroscopic data as discussed, for instance, in the 
case of Ni complexes [21], where core level photoemission and X‐ray absorption spectra of 
Ni, C, and N indicate that different charge transferred occurs in the different tetrapyrrole 
complexes, at the metal‐to‐ligand bonds, from the occupied Ni 3 d

xz
, d

yz
 (e

g
) orbitals to the unoc‐

cupied N 2ππ* (e
g
) orbitals, hence inducing changes in the back donation among the different 

molecules, from NiOEP to NiPc. Other examples are present in the literature, for example, for 
Fe complexes [22].

Figure 3. Simplified representation of the one electron transitions from HOMO to LUMO, related to their absorption 
spectra B (Soret) and Q band regions (from ref [17]) in the four orbital‐model. Example of crystalline and disordered optical 
absorption for ZnOEP compare with the ZnOEP in toluene solution and gas phase data [20].
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Tetrapyrrole derivatives aggregate [23] into a plethora of nanostructures such as films, 
 crystals, tubes, rods, wires, nanoparticle spheres, and complex fractal‐like or chiral patterns. 
By varying the choice of the metal center, the bonding and characteristics of the metallopor‐

phyrin may be dramatically affected. Systematic experimental and theoretical evaluation of 
the porphyrin and MPc enlighten the role of the 3d metal electronic states and occupancy in 

the conjugation of these complexes [18, 19, 24–27].

2.2. Organic thin films

The structural and electro‐optical properties present a strong mutual influence and fine 
details’ variation that can lead to strong alteration of macroscopic properties in the aggregates 
[28] as the transport and optical gap or the magnetic moments in the paramagnetic  complexes. 
Moreover, organic thin films present structural polymorphism [29], depending on the molec‐

ular structure and the strength of the intermolecular interaction. Several works demonstrate 
the effect of different stacking structures at macroscopic scales [19, 30]. Octaethyl porphyrins 
(OEP) for example present a simple structure with the eight external ethyl groups in alternate 

orientation. Even in this relatively simple structure, the ruffling of the ethyl groups in aggre‐

gation or self‐organization induces perturbation on the electronic properties as shown theo‐

retically [31] for NiOEP. Moreover, the ordering is a crucial factor for applications: differences 
in optical absorption have been measured when comparing, for example, ZnOEP films with 
different degrees of long range order [32].

2.3. Self‐organization in the first layer

The interest in the first monolayer of (organic π‐conjugated systems or fullerene) molecules 
on single crystals adsorption is due to the general accepted result that structural and chemical 

properties of the first monolayer are keys for controlled film growth. Adsorption of complex 
molecules on metal and semiconductor interfaces may lead to the formation of highly ordered 

nanostructuration that can then be exploited for the fabrication of surface‐supported nano‐

structures as molecular building blocks confined to 2D systems. Self‐assembled monolayers 
are ordered molecular assemblies formed by the adsorption onto an inorganic or organic 

(heterojunctions) substrate. Self‐assembly [33], in a general sense, might be defined as the 
spontaneous formation of complex hierarchical structures from pre‐designed building blocks, 

typically involving multiple energy scales and multiple degrees of freedom. The knowledge 
of the interaction details of the first organic layer is mandatory: the investigation on the 
perturbation induced by the molecule‐substrate interaction and how the isolated molecule 
properties are perturbed by intermolecular interactions in the assembling. Absorption and 
electron spectroscopies, together with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), are precious 
tools that provide a clear framework of these complex systems.

In these studies, the question to be answered concerns the types of structures and phases that 
are formed and which parameters characterize the order:

• the self‐assembling driving forces (what determines the growth kinetics and the growth 
regimes),
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• what are the internal (e.g., molecular conformers variation or substrate orientation) and 
the external (e.g., temperature) control parameters?

• the nature of the phase transitions and how do the various degrees of freedom and the 
different constituents of the molecule (headgroup, chain or backbone, endgroup) have an 
impact on the growth and the structure.

3. Mutual effects of self‐assembling on substrates and molecular 
conformers in tetrapyrrole complexes

Organic films can be deposited by a variety of methods, as spin coating from solutions or 
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) deposition. Here, we refer mainly to the latter method. Porphyrins 
and phthalocyanines, due to their very low room temperature and vapor pressure (10−14 

Torr), can be sublimated in UHV and thus prepared and characterized as controlled grown 
molecular layers.

In the self‐assembled monolayer (SAM), on ordered substrates, the break of translational 

 symmetry at the interface induces a variation of the boundary conditions with relevant 
variation of the charge densities both in the molecule and in the substrate. The wave func‐

tions of these interface states have a large amplitude at the interface and decay quickly into 

both  materials [3]. The mechanism of molecule surface interaction can be quite complex due 
to the balance between intermolecular binding forces and molecule‐substrate interactions, 
involving a large number of sites due to the molecular size with respect to the unit cell of the 
substrates. This can result in either displacive substrate reconstructions and/or in complex 
structural deformation of the adsorbed molecules. The molecule‐substrate system must be 
taken into account as a whole, and it is not possible to simply transfer molecular functional‐
ities. The simulation of such systems is still a challenging task and deserves state‐of‐the art 
theoretical framework.

The tendency to form ordered self‐organized structures on a variety of substrates and the 
existence of extended π‐electron systems makes the study of tetrapyrrole TM complexes 
important from both fundamental and technological viewpoints.

In his recent detailed review, Gottfried [13] stressed that by means of the conjugated organic 

molecules, adsorption on metal substrates is possible to engineer the modification of interfacial 
properties, especially for planar tetrapyrrole complexes. The understanding of the interface 
electronic structure is therefore a prerequisite for insightful materials design.

3.1. Ordering in the first layer and changes in molecules

The self‐assembly of TM complexes is driven by intermolecular interactions, which can be 
attractive or repulsive, depending on the molecular structure and the character of the  surface 
chemical bond ([4, 5, 13] and references therein). An interface dipole takes place even in 
weakly interactive SAM interfaces (see also Figure 5), while chemical bonds facilitate the 
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electron transfer between substrate and adsorbate. The resulting dipoles along the surface 
normal are repulsive and can over‐compensate the lateral Van der Waals attraction. The 
 preferred orientation is with the macrocycle parallel to the surface on conductive substrates. 
The  lateral interactions are closely coupled to the vertical adsorbate‐substrate distances, 
though their leading determination implies important experimental efforts. Other important 
aspects include the degree of mismatch between the molecular and the substrate symme‐

tries, which can lead to adsorption‐induced symmetry reductions in the molecule, and sub‐

strate‐induced template effects, which affect the supramolecular arrangement. Moreover, in 
case of peripheral non‐planar groups, the adsorption leads to a distortion of the molecular 

conformers as in MTPP, either because of their inherent non‐planarity or because of intra‐

molecular sterical hindrance. In the adsorbed state, this leads to a competition between the 
energy‐decreasing maximization of the adsorbate‐substrate contact, which forces the mol‐
ecule to approach a planar conformation, and the energy‐increasing intramolecular strain 

resulting from the distortion toward planarity.

As in isolated molecules, the central atom’s electronic configuration and 3d occupancy play 

a major role in the structural rearrangements of selected SAM [34] and in molecule‐substrate 

bonds (chemisorbed/physisorbed) as found in MPc and porphyrins (review Table 4 Ref. [13]). 
Case systems are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2. Electronic structure and density of state at SAM interfaces

The characterization of SAM by absorption and electron spectroscopies, together with 
scanning microscopies, provides unique information on the reorganization of the density 

of electron states (DOSs) at interfaces ([35, 36] and refs therein). At interface, several pro‐

cesses take place in the delicate intermolecular, molecule‐substrate interaction balance [37]: 
correlations between strength of molecule/metal interaction, average bonding distances, 
adsorption‐induced molecular conformation changes leading to intramolecular dipoles, 

organic/metal interface dipoles, and the resulting unexpected energy level alignment. 
Interface energy level alignment, band bending, chemical reaction, charge transfer (CT), 
metal‐organic interface dipole formation, internal molecular dipole, and Debye screening 
are all necessary factors to describe the single layer on surfaces. The reader is addressed 
to the numerous excellent papers and reviews present in the literature to get more details, 
for example, Refs. [4–6].

For the aim of this review, we just need to know that PES is a surface‐sensitive technique 
that provides a direct insight of occupied density of states of electronic energy levels. It relies 
on the photoelectric effect: when a photon, whose energy hν is larger than the sample work 
 function (WF or ionization potential in case of gases), is shone on a sample, an electron is 
ejected with kinetic energy KE=hν−EB−WF, where EB is the electron’s binding energy. The 
combination of photoemission with inverse photoemission allows one to measure the electron 
affinity (EA), the work function (WF), the transport gap, (ET), and the interface dipole (Δ), as 
indicated in Figure 4 [6]. In organic semiconductors, the ground state is characterized by the 
presence of electrons in the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and vacancies in the 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The absorption of a visible photon creates an 
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excited state, where an electron is promoted in the LUMO and a vacancy is left in the HOMO. 
However, this state is not stable because its energy is higher than that of the ground state and 
therefore it will decay.

Among the techniques that give access to magnetic moments, the X‐ray magnetic dichroic 
spectroscopy measurements with elemental sensitivity is widely used in the case of paramag‐

netic SAM [18, 19, 38].

Moreover, imaging scanning microscopies such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and 
scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) are giving a huge contribution to reveal the details 
of organic‐inorganic systems. Among the excellent reviews present in the literature, we cite 
Ref. [39] dedicated to TMC interfaces.

Finally, a specific field of investigation is reserved to interface build by paramagnetic 
complexes, the spinterfaces, that deserves experimental methods sensible to the magnetic 

properties of the system. The study of the interconnections between the electronic con‐

figuration of the central atoms in the adsorbed TMC, the details of the interaction, and 
the resulting magnetic properties has recently produced new important results, useful in 
magneto‐optical devices.

3.3. Case systems and trends

The tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) complexes deposited on metal surfaces are one of the most 
studied self‐organized systems in the literature. They present the tendency to polymorphism 

Figure 4. Combined photoemission and inverse photoemission spectra of an inorganic solid (upper panel) and thin 
organic film (lower panel) used to define the relevant quantities. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [6]. Copyright 
2007–2017, American Chemical Society.
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related to the external phenyl orientations and the consequent perturbation of the macro‐

cycle planarity. A general trend can enlighten the interaction of the adsorbed TPP: weak 
interaction on Ag and Au; the intermolecular interactions result in attractive intermolecular 
forces,  leading to the formation of close‐packed islands with structures mainly following the 
 molecular symmetry, while the adsorption on more strongly interacting substrates (Cu(110)), 
though still related to attractive intermolecular forces, leads to more complex structures. In 
case of metal‐free TPPs on strongly interacting substrates, intermolecular repulsion takes 
place. This trend is common to other porphyrins.

Confirmation of complex interaction frameworks at SAM interfaces is found in the weakly 
interacting porphyrinoid layers deposited on conductive substrates, such as Au(111) and 

graphite, HOPG [2], where dispersion is found to play a critical role in altering the adsorp‐

tion and charge distribution. The comparative study between the two different substrates 
 demonstrates that CoOEP bind more strongly to gold than to graphite, enlightening the 
molecule‐substrate interactions in weakly bond interfaces and the role of dispersion forces 
between molecules and conductive substrates. Charge redistribution maps of both interfaces 
display charge localization mostly on the porphyrin molecule indicating a “push back effect” 
from the substrate, that is, a depletion of charge in the topmost layers. Density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations with dispersion indicate a larger substrate‐to‐molecule charge push 
on Au(111) than on HOPG (Figure 5). Moreover, comparison of density of states of isolated 
CoOEP molecule and its monolayer on gold‐HOPG substrates revealed significant orbital 
hybridization and band shifts. Dispersion interactions played a critical role in altering the 
adsorption and charge distribution, especially in the Au(111) system. This framework could 
be valid also in other weakly bond organic‐inorganic systems and should have important 
effects on the dynamical processes.

Figure 5. The charge density difference for CoOEP/Au(111) (left) and CoOEP/HOPG (right) systems. For each system, 
the panel on the right represents the 3D iso‐density (+: yellow and −: cyan) of charge density difference. It is reproduced 
with permission from Ref. [2]. Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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MPcs also show a trend. The tetrapyrrole SAM can self‐organize into periodic ordered 
arrays on ordered surfaces, forming a variety of molecular 1D or 2D superstructures (see 
Tables 2 and 3 in Ref. [13]) and allowing for tunable anchoring sites. The MPc assembled in 
compact chains along the Au(110) reconstructed channels representing a dense single layer 

of molecules with 2D long range geometry where the molecules are all lying on the gold 
substrate and with little dispersion of the molecule‐substrate distance. The interaction of 
MPc on the Au(110) surface is mediated by the 3d metal states occupancy [39]: while Ni, Cu, 
and Zn metallic centers do not directly interact with the underlying Au substrate, transi‐
tion‐metal center atoms such as Fe and Co induce interaction states close to the Fermi level. 
The interaction of the regularly spaced Fe and Co metallic centers with a non‐magnetic 
substrate, highly anisotropic Au(110), can break the symmetry of the metallic d orbital car‐

rying the magnetic moment, giving rise to reduced magnetic moments (Figure 6). In FePc 
and CoPc, a charge transfer between the metal substrate and the molecular layer induces 
a redistribution of the molecular orbitals and structural reorganization of the anisotropic 

Au(110) substrate. In the case of FePc/Au(110) system, it has been systematically shown 
how the interaction with the surface influences the ordering of the MPc states leading to 
novel interface properties. These results are intrinsically connected with the intermolecular 
and molecule‐substrate interactions balance produced at interface.

Figure 6. Circularly polarized X‐ray absorption spectroscopy metal L
2,3

 spectra (a), (b), (c) and XMCD signals (d), (e), (f) 
for FePc, CoPc, and CuPc single layers, respectively, collected at 0 and 70° of impinging photons and magnetic field (5 T) 
at T = 8 K. The underneath panels report positive (green) and negative (yellow) charge density transfer upon adsorption 
of the three MPcs. The table reports the magnetic moments ratio between the easy and the hard magnetization axis at 
B = 5 T, as measured by XMCD. Adapted with permission from Ref. [18], copyright 2012, American Physical Society.
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4. Dynamics

In the following paragraph, we will focus on a few selected examples to illustrate the power 
of the time‐resolved investigation methods, when applied to the study of the electronic 
 properties of gases or solid compounds.

For all the already‐mentioned reasons, metallo‐porphyrins and phthalocyanines are quite 
interesting systems. To engineer their electronic levels according to different applications 
either in photovoltaic devices or in opto‐electronics (to mention some examples), it is funda‐

mental to study in detail the mechanism of light absorption.

There are different de‐excitation channels:

• a radiative decay, where the electron loses energy via the emission of photons of different 
wavelengths (fluorescence) and

• the creation of an “exciton”, an electron‐hole bound couple, whose energy is located  inside 
the HOMO‐LUMO band gap.

Excitons are crucial for transport in the organic compounds (Section 2.2). If the exciton 
binding energies are too high, about 1 eV, the bonding lengths are of the order of some 
Angstrom, so the exciton can move through the system before the recombination of positive 

and negative charges and thus get lost. But if the exciton is dissociated, that is the bond is 
broken, the two charges are free and can be collected at the electrodes of a photovoltaic 
device, for example.

So, several physical steps need to be characterized to engineer a proper molecule with the 
desired chemical and physical properties to be applied in an effective way to a working 
device, and time‐resolved spectroscopies offer a new insight into all these processes.

Moreover, in order to apply molecular solids in new and fancy devices, based on a revers‐

ible chemical or structural modification induced by an external stimulus, like a flash of 
light, an electric field, or temperature or pressure variations, it is fundamental to under‐

stand how these mechanisms are activated. This family of compounds, named “dynamic 
molecular solids”, is discussed in Ref. [16], where the author shows how fundamental 
is the control of electron, proton, and molecular motion. For example, a photo‐induced 
molecular structural change could be used to control magnetic properties of the molecular 

solid.

4.1. Dynamic time scales in solids

What happens when a photon is absorbed? The first event after radiation absorption is an 
increase in energy of the system. In molecular aggregates after excitation, the molecule 
absorbing light has to redistribute the gained energy. It can be redistributed via differ‐

ent intramolecular processes, that is different channels that involve both atoms (nuclei 
vibrations) and electrons. All the possible processes have been deeply investigated at the 
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beginning of 1900 by A. Jablonski. Depending on the amount of energy, the molecule can 
dissociate or isomerize (same atomic configuration but different geometry); otherwise, the 
energy is redistributed via different processes (see Figure 7 left):

• internal conversion (IC), which is the transition between electronic states of similar spin,

• intersystem crossing (ISC), which involves states of different spin multiplicities, and

• intramolecular vibration redistribution (IVR), that is vibrational energy flow from a given 
vibrational mode (or modes) to others.

All these processes are induced by modifications in the electronic structure, like the occu‐

pancy of the orbitals or the oxidation state. As can be seen also in Figure 7 (right), being 

related to electrons, all these phenomena take place on an ultrafast time scale.

In Figure 7 right are sketched several electronic/atomic processes and the time scales at 
which they manifest. Processes involving atoms’ nuclei are typically on the pico/nano sec‐

ond time scale, while the time scale of electronic processes is in the femto/atto second region.

To access information on the electronic time scales, it is necessary to use investigation tools 
with comparable time duration [40] like ultrashort light pulses (of the order of a few tens 
of femtosecond) and proper wavelength, from the far infrared to the soft X‐ray spectral 
region. With soft X‐rays, it is possible to access the energy redistribution processes having 
the  elemental selectivity for both the electronic structure and the geometric structure: the 
use of the ultrafast techniques to study MPcs and porphyrins has led, in the past decades, to 
an increased understanding of their photophysical and photochemical properties.

4.2. Principles of selected time‐resolved spectroscopies

Since more than 100 years, researchers spent time in finding an investigation technique that 
was able to provide information on the time scale. In 1878, Leland Stanford, founder of the 
famous Stanford University, asked the photographer Eadweard Muybridge to demonstrate 
that while a horse is trotting or galloping, there is a moment in which the four legs are not 
touching the ground [41]. To prove this statement, the photographer recorded the first slow 
motion movie of history. He used 12 photocameras in raw that shot an image each, triggered 

Figure 7. Jablonski diagram, from http://www.shsu.edu/chm_tgc/chemilumdir/JABLONSKI.html and dynamic processes 
time scales.
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by a wire that was pushed down by the wheel of the sulky, carrying the jockey, while it was 
passing in front of them.

From that time, big improvements have been made on the experimental setup to study the 
time evolution of a specific phenomenon. The limit of the high‐speed photography reached 
few milliseconds (10−3 s) in 1950, but only with the advent of ultrashort laser light pulses at the 
end of 1990, it was possible to set up a new class of experiments with time resolution better 
than 10−9 s (nanoseconds). The limit of the 10−18 s (attoseconds) time scale was reached for the 
first time in 2001 by Krausz & Co. [42]. With this kind of time resolution, it is now possible to 
observe and follow in real time chemical reactions on the electrons’ time scales.

Going back to the starting example of the horse, we can say that a single picture of the horse 
is providing the structural characteristics of our sample or reaction or any other phenomenon, 

while the slow motion movie is providing its kinetics.

Several spectroscopic techniques are based on the following mechanism: a light pulse is used 
to excite the sample (pump), while a second light pulse is used to investigate what happened 
(probe). To realize the slow motion movie, we need to control the delay between the pump 
and the probe pulse, and this is done by varying the spatial distance the two beams have to 
travel. Since the probe has to reach the sample after the pump has excited it, the optical path 
of the probe has to be longer. Commonly, a computer‐controlled delay line varies the path of 

the pump: when the two optical paths have exactly the same length and the two beams are 
perfectly overlapping, the light pulses are in temporal and spatial coincidence. This approach 
can be applied to several materials’ characterization techniques. For practical reasons, it 
started with optical methods, since visible or infrared light pulses are quite easy to achieve 
with lasers. We are interested in soft X‐ray‐based techniques like photoelectron spectroscopy 
(PES). For the description of the technique, see Refs. [6, 37]. In the past 20 years, XUV light 
pulses became available in ordinary laboratories, thanks to ultrafast table top lasers, exploit‐

ing the high‐order harmonic generation (HHG) process. For a description of the technique 
and of the experimental setup, see Refs. [43, 44] and references therein.

In a time‐resolved photoemission (TR‐PES) experiment, Figure 8, a pump pulse is used to 

excite electrons from filled to empty states, typically by means of an NIR/VIS or UV pulse. 
Subsequently, an XUV probe pulse is used to emit electrons from the ground state and from 
the excited state. The kinetic energy of the emitted electrons is then measured varying the 
delay between the pump and XUV probe pulses [45]. So far, such measurements have been 
mainly carried out with both the pump and probe energies from the near infrared to UV 
regimes (up to ∼6 eV). In this case, only electrons, which have interacted with photons from 
both pulses, will be emitted from the sample, and the technique is then often referred to as 
(time‐resolved) two‐photon photoemission spectroscopy (2PPE).

4.3. Discussion on selected systems: gas phase dynamics in molecules, thin films, 
interfaces SAM

The properties and thus the functions of the transition metal complexes (TMCs), even within 
a single molecular structure, depend specifically on the metal nested at their center. The 
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 energetics and dynamics of the excited states differ among the various metal‐porphyrins 
(characterized by different peripheral groups) and MPc and on the surrounding environment 
(the presence of a solvent or morphology). Quite critical is the dependence on the atomic 
number of the metallic atom and on whether the molecular complex is in solution or forms a 
thin film. Here some examples are discussed.

Gas phase: While the majority of the time‐resolved measurements on metal complexes have 
been performed in solutions, only few literature works are related to the relaxation dynam‐

ics of molecules in gas phase. For tetrapyrrole molecules, early works have been published 
by Gouterman while recently the ultrafast dynamics of porphyrins in gas phase has been 
performed.

The relaxation dynamics of CuTPP, CuOEP, and H
2
TPP were investigated in pump‐and‐probe 

experiments [46] based on the optical absorption spectra (seen in Figure 2) of Cu porphyrins. 
The molecules were excited in the Soret B band using 3 eV photon energy (400 nm), while 
the probe was a 4.5 eV photon (266 nm). The energy diagram of the experiment is shown in 
Figure 8 bottom.

Upon excitation, the molecules relax showing different decay times, following the scheme 
of the picture: a first rapid decay (t < 100 fs) from S

2
 to the charge transfer (CT) state is fol‐

lowed by another rapid decay in the range of about 300 fs ‐1 ps to the triplet state, and a 

final long  relaxation to the ground state takes place in the ns time scale. From the spectra of 
Figure 9 (top), it can be seen that the experimental data are fit with the convolution of three 
 exponential curves to account for the three different decay times of the process. This behavior 

Figure 8. A sketch of the TR‐PES process: the pump pulse is used to excite electrons from filled to empty states. Delayed 
in time, the XUV probe is used to emit electrons from the ground state and from the excited state. The kinetic energy of 
the emitted electrons is then measured. The measurement is then repeated several times varying the delay between the 
pump and XUV probe pulse, until the full dynamics of the process is mapped.
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remains similar to the porphyrin in solution demonstrating that the behavior of the molecular 

conformer in gas phase and in solution is similar.

As shown in the table of Figure 9, while the excitation dynamics in CuTPP and CuOEP pres‐

ents the same decay time (65 fs) from the excited state S
2
 to thecharge transfer (CT) state, the 

subsequent relaxations, first to the triplet states and finally to the ground state, are different: 
350 fs and 2000 fs for CuTPP and CuOEP, and 1.5 ns and 3 ns, respectively. This is due to the dif‐
ferent decay pathways in the two molecules, that is to the different back‐bond configuration 
induced by the peripheral groups in the two cases (see Section 2.1).

The excitation dynamics data of the H
2
TPP have to fit with the convolution of only two 

 exponential curves because only two decay times, S
2
 → S

1
 and S

1
 → ground state, are present 

and their time constants are 110 fs and 2 ns, respectively. Clearly, in this case, the fast CT chan‐

nel is missing because there is no metal atom in the middle.

Effects based on the different occupancies of the central metal 3d states have been measured 

in porphyrins [47], while in the Zn complexes, the decay time of the S
2
→ CT shows long living 

excited states (600 fs); the analogous lifetimes in partially filled metal atoms result short of 
approximately one order of magnitude, up to about 50 fs in FeOEP.

It is quite evident that even the presence of one extra electron in the central atom can lead to 

different behavior in the relaxation dynamics processes.

Thick films (intermolecular interactions perturb the dynamics): In this case, metallo‐phthalocyanine 

(CoPc) and metal‐free Pc relaxation dynamics were investigated by means of pump‐and‐probe 
absorption spectroscopy in the UV‐VIS spectral region [48]. The study revealed strong differ‐

ences between the solution and thin films, with relevant dependence on the presence of the 

Figure 9. Top: CuTPP, CuOEP, and H
2
TPP experimental pump‐and‐probe data. Bottom: (right) experiment energetics 

scheme, (middle) energy levels in CuTPP, CuOEP, and H
2
TPP, and (left) table of excited states relaxation times. Adapted 

with permission from Ref. [49]. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
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central metal atom. The samples have been resonantly optically excited (pump) in the Q band 
(>600 nm) and probed by a supercontinuum spectrum in the range of (1200‐460) nm, that is 

the whole absorption spectrum of the system was probed as a function of the delay time.

The effects induced by aggregation are visible in the optical absorption spectra. The measured 
decay times of Co complexes result much faster with respect to the metal‐free phthalocya‐

nine. The coupling between the π orbitals and the 3d orbitals provides an additional  channel 

of energy relaxation (see Figure 10), as found in porphyrins and previously discussed. 
Moreover, in films, the intermolecular interactions take place together with the excitonic 
processes. These differences are enlightened in the optical absorption data, where a clear 
broadening of the S and Q bands is induced by the molecular aggregation. Actually, in 
case of CoPc, the singly occupied 3d

z
, oriented orthogonal to the macrocycle plane, plays a 

major role. The related molecular orbital gives rise to delocalized exciton states that upon 
excitation result in resonance with the first excited state. This leads to an ultrafast charge 
transfer from the ligand excited state and the exciton. The absence of the 3d orbitals in the 

H
2
Pc inhibits this process and only two decay times are detectable.

Recently, in a study on the correlation between dynamics and exciton length in phthalo‐

cyanine films [49], valuable results are reported on the dependence of relaxation dynamics 

on the film’s thickness in planar ZnPc and TiOPc (the latter presents an additional ligand 
 orthogonal to the macrocycle plane). By means of TR‐PES, it has been proved that the  exciton 
transport is consistent with ballistic or coherent transport mechanisms in ZnPc, while in 
TiOPc, the exciton transport mechanism is diffusive, due to the intramolecular hopping, 
absent in the first case.

As discussed previously, the molecular single layers deposited onto conductive substrates 

can lead to a plethora of bonds and molecule‐substrate and intermolecular interactions that are 

specific of the systems. The dynamic study of the interface state’s decay induced by the pump 
provides a detailed description of fundamental physical processes that govern the charge 

 carrier dynamics at the interface.

As described in the previous section, TR‐PES can provide information on the joint density of 
states evolution with time after the optical excitation, inducing for example HOMO‐LUMO 
transition for selected pump energy. A nice example of TR‐PES from molecular thin films 
of PCPDTBT deposited on ITO is presented in Ref. [48]. The measurements performed by 

Figure 10. Left: Optical absorption spectra in film and solution for H
2
Pc and CoPc, (middle) relaxation dynamics spectra 

for H
2
Pc, and CoPc and (right) relaxation mechanisms for CoPc. Adapted with permission from Ref. [48]. Copyright 

2010–2017, American Chemical Society.
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pumping at the two absorption resonance bands, 400 nm (3eV) and 800 nm (1.5 eV), single 
out excitation of electrons from the HOMO to the LUMO orbitals as a function of the delay of 
the probe with respect to the pump, that is the filling and the subsequent de‐excitation of the 
LUMO orbitals in the films.

Single Layers: The experimental study of single layer dynamics is quite challenging due 
to the very low signals involved. Only a few studies are present in the literature. The 
monolayer films onto coinage metal ordered surfaces can induce hybrid interface states in 

phthalocyanine systems. Harris and coworkers [50] compare the interfaces of H
2
Pc and 

FePc on Ag(111). The unoccupied interface state residing just above the Fermi level is 

the fulcrum of the  investigation. From the experimental data, there is evidence on the 
formation of an interface state (IS in Figure 11) formed through a hybridization pro‐

cess of π orbitals of the molecule and the surface state of the substrate. The formation of 
this hybrid interface state is slightly affected by the presence of the TM in the macrocycle 
that, as discussed in previous sections, chemically interacts with the substrate. Authors 
claim that the FePc/Ag(111) results suggest that the interaction between the metal center 
and the Ag(111) surface is not strong enough to fundamentally alter the hybridization 

phenomenon.

This example demonstrates how TR‐PES provides useful information on the unoccupied 
interface state and hence on the hybridization process.

The role of the substrate orientation in the photo‐induced electron dynamics at the porphyrin/Ag 
interface [51] has been proved by pump‐and‐probe TR‐PES experiments.

Due to the energy level alignment of the ZnTPP porphyrin on Ag(100), the first excited 
state is formed through the Ag‐unoccupied sp bands. This configuration favors an indi‐
rect charge transfer path, from the substrate to the molecule during the pump‐and‐probe 

process, opening an excitation channel 250 fs after the laser pump. The same time‐
resolved measurements carried out on porphyrin/Ag(111) show that in the latter case 
such an indirect path is not viable due to the different electronic configurations of the 

(111) interface.

In Figure 12 right are evidenced the two different electronic configurations, while on the left, 
the excitation process is sketched.

Figure 11. Left: Density of states for the occupied surface state and the unoccupied interface state and relative effective 
masses. Right: Schematic of the TR‐PES process for H

2
Pc/Ag(111): An electron is pumped into an intermediate state by 

an infrared photon, and then, after a time delay, it is photoemitted by a UV photon and its kinetic energy is measured. 
Adapted with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
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The influence on the formation of the interface state, depending on the crystallographic 
 orientation of the substrate, is also confirmed for other molecules, such as the PTCDA, by 
2PPE experimental data [3], providing nice confirmation of the trend found by TR‐PES.

Other important classes of experiments are related to TMC presenting spin cross‐over 
 processes in solution [52] and time‐resolved X‐ray absorption and diffraction [40]. Recently, 
time‐resolved XPS core‐level photoemission measurements performed on donor/acceptor 
blends of TMC organic molecules and fullerenes [53, 54] have shown that the core levels 
experience binding energy shifts after the systems are excited by a femtosecond optical pump.

5. Conclusions

Control of the electronic levels is crucial for optoelectronic applications. Optical and mag‐

neto‐electronic properties are intimately connected, and the accurate determination of elec‐

tronic levels and de‐excitation dynamics is mandatory in the optimization of electronic, 

photovoltaic, and spintronic devices. We have shown the interconnection between struc‐

tural,  electronic properties, and the relaxation dynamics in a single layer of transition metal 

complexes.

The study of ordered layers and SAMs on single crystal substrates allows for a detailed 
investigation of fundamental physical processes that govern the charge carrier dynamics at 

the interface. Although these systems differ from more disordered aggregates that resemble 
metal‐organic contacts of real devices, their dynamical characterization completed by a robust 

determination of the electronic and structural properties can shed light on the processes gov‐

erning important applications.
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